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MOBEYE
GSM OUTDOOR ALARM
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Construction site security

Security of construction sites is a necessity. Securing the construction
site can be done in several ways, such as surveillance, fences or costly
camera solutions.
The most effective and flexible solution is the Mobeye Outside
detector CMVXI-R. This site protector uses the reliable Optex Infinity
detector, combined with low power Mobeye GSM technology. No
wiring is required. The detector has two motion sensors and is
therefore immune to cats, leaves, sunlight, etcetera. It sends an alarm
via SMS, phone call and / or email. It is up to you to take immediate
action.
Cost efficient, flexible and reliable security of the construction site!

Mobeye CMVXI-R
The Mobeye Outdoor alarm is a
flexible all-in-one GSM PIR (double)
movement detector, with integrated
tag reader and GSM communicator.
Battery life time of the complete
detector is about a year.
The Mobeye Outdoor alarm includes batteries and two (enrolled)
tags. More tags can be enrolled.
One tag can be used for several
systems.

How it works

Wel zo efficiënt en geruststellend!
 Insert a SIM card and batteries. The contact persons are programmed in some easy steps.


The unit can be registered in the Mobeye Internet Portal, using a Mobeye SIM card. It’s a strong management and programming tool, especially when you have several devices that change position frequently.



It is also possible to place your own SIM card and use the Outdoor Alarm ‘stand-alone’.



For the best detection the Outdoor Alarm detector is mounted at a height between 0,8 and 1,2 meter. The
angle and distance can be adjusted by you (max. 12 meter).



(Dis) arming is done by a tag, or automatically via time schedule (e.g. a week and weekend schedule).



If people enter the site, it will send an SMS text message and call (max. 5 persons). If a person confirms the
call, the other will not receive the call afterwards. Easy security!
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